Intermediate Matching – Clothing

Directions: Draw a line from words to their definitions.

A) shirt

1) A set of clothing that consists of trousers and a jacket; usually worn in formal setting

B) pants

2) An item of clothing that covers the body from the waist to the ankle

C) jacket

3) An item of clothing that has sleeves and stops at the waist; usually opens in the front

D) tie

4) An item of clothing worn around the neck and knotted at the throat; usually worn with collared shirt

E) dress

5) An item of clothing consisting of a skirt and bodice sewn together; usually worn by females

F) shoes

6) Worn on the feet to provide protection from the environment

G) belt

7) An item of clothing that covers the upper half of the body

H) suit

8) An item of clothing that wraps around the waist